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First it was like an eruptíon, violent and brilliant. Later it discovered that it was 
vulnerable and at the first scratch it disappeared, seeking protection within its 
refuge. Then it showed itself again, naked, submerged in the healing silence of 
the sea. In the nine years that have passed since she took part in "Al ras" 
("Level"), the collective exhibition she made with Rosa Queralt for "La Caixa", 
Mayte Vieta has traced a circle and closed a cycle. She came from the sea and 
has returned to it. And now she is ready to make her accession, that is to say to 
dedicate herself to sculpture while developing elements that encourage it and 
avoiding the ones that make it difficult. 
  
Like the crab that walks so vividly, Mayte Vieta was simply, entirely alive. She 
had the grace, the charm not to realise it. The perfection of being only one, like 
all of us when we are born. Of not being two in one, like animals and plants. 
Which is why Enigma (Enigma), Espacio íntimo (Intimate space), Arpía (Harpy), 
the first works she showed publicly, captivated everyone. They were resounding, 
natural and vast, febrile, violent, exceptional in the context of fragments, 
simulations and mannensms of the end of the 8o's and beginning of the 9o's. 
  
They were images of an intense feeling of admiration, of pleasure, with the 
recognition, though, that even the most beautiful sea creature needs to be cruel, 
to defend itself from predators. Images that, apart from any tradition, beyond 
'culture' made reference to totality and unity, to excess and to the most general 
game of life. 
  
The starfish, the sponge, the sea urchin, the three in one: an association like so 
many others in the sea, daughters of instinct and necessity. A long, motionless 
tuna tail trapped in the viscosity of a shrunken, oppressive sea, an intimate 
space. Two shark's heads, face to face, making the space tense, with their 
menacing jaws open and ready to bite. Mayte Vieta is a woman of the sea, and it 
is from the sea that her first works came: From Sonrisa innombrable de las olas 
del mar (Unnameable smile of the waves of the sea, 1996), the action, the 
delight and the superiority of the sea. The memories and treasures found among 
the rocks or on the shore; the distressing vision of the final throes seizing a fish 
out of water, or floating belly up before sinking; and the respect, a respect that is 
not fear but rather understanding and acceptance of the danger. From this 
universe ofhers she distilled the emotional qualities, the sense of each of her 
works. 
  
But Mayte Vieta was very young then, and probably, as she confessed in an 
interview, "didn't understand anything". She had still not opened up or felt the 
first scratches, either those most intimate or more public. This process has 
sometimes been painful and hidden away, but in the end the artíst has 
reappeared as more human, if by human we understand not just experiencing 
suffering but giving it sense. Vida (Life, 1995), Nunca hubiera imaginado que el 



dolor causara tanto miedo (I would never have imagined that pain could cause 
so much fear, 1996), No olvido ni un instante su presencia (I don't forget even an 
moment of her presence, 1998), Cicatrices (Sears, 1998), Mujer raíz (Root 
woman, 1999), are some of the titles in this process, which concludes with the 
splendid images of her nude embrace by the sea, entitled Silencio (Silence, 
1999). An ending which is a return to the healing, maternal space and liquid, and 
to a state of calm after hours of sadness, sad beyond belief in order to continue 
speaking, now more wary, less vulnerable, of a time in the past and also in the 
present. 
  
Up to now, each one of these moments in Mayte Vieta's work corresponds to the 
intimate rhythms of life. This does not mean that her work should be interpreted 
as an expression of those episodes, or of her state of mind, that is to say of 
herself. As Louise Bourgeois said ín an interview, "...the expression of oneself is 
not, on íts own, an end, or rather, the expression of oneself is an end, but it is not 
interesting,"' On the other hand, the expressionist tradition ís based on a certaín 
exhibitionism. An although it might seem otherwise, Mayte Vieta is not an 
exhibitionist, at least in the sense that many young artists since the 70's are. 
Mayte Vieta is a "female" artist, and in this sense her attitude has more in 
common with Louise Bourgeois than with the tendeney to exhibit oneself, 
something that has been common during this period, Given her nature, the logic 
of her work is firmly sculptural. 
 
Like a lot of women -not just women artists- her desire acts in the realm of reality, 
and reproduces it. Her work ís intimately tied to her life, her skin identifies with 
surfaces and her body -and the bodies of the women who are closest to her- with 
forms and volumes. But each of the works is at the same time a change of 
direction, -as slide, as Georges Bataille used to say- which overcomes, and even 
makes disappear, the purely personal and autobiographical. Each one of her 
works is produced like something born from the earth, from the most intimate 
feeling, until it reaches a level of higher significant organisation which, 
nevertheless, invokes a degree of reality that is so fundamental that any human 
being can recognise it. Mayte Vieta's work aims to act in the real world and not in 
the realm of representation. 
  
Which is why she makes sculpture. Photography is irrelevant. She uses it 
because of its ability to capture the moment, to transform it into a memory. It is 
the most melancholy element, so to speak, ín the attempt to save the present, to 
rescue ít from the inexorable, onward flow of time. She does not realise it -in the 
sense that she realises sculpture, often literally- and most of all its degree of 
reality renders it unsatisfactory. Mayte Vieta needs something that exists 
materially, that acts in the physical world. Iron frames, boxes, photographs are 
also objects. In a similar way, she imprisons the root Invernando, (Wintering, 
2000), so laboriously "realist", ín a glass casket so as to situate it in the real 
space of her ínstallation, insisting on the reality of its existence. 
 
  



Her first works were -as we have said- assured. Mayte Vieta could not doubt her 
personal existence at that time, because she did not know she was vulnerable. 
Doubt came later, as a consequence of aggressiveness and fear. 'Always linked 
to life and behind it death, I am addressing a complex study of feelings rooted in 
pain, concemed to find new languages and materials with which to demonstrate 
my obsessions, fears and doubts”. She herself writes in the catalogue for her 
most recent exhibition, at the Galería María Martín in Madrid. 
  
On this level, Mayte Vieta's work is a struggle between these two opposing poles 
of cohesion and vulnerability. The effort of being conscious of oneself after 
seeing oneself ínhíbited and intimidated. In No olvido ni un instante su presencia, 
two sculptures also locked into glass and iron caskets -one of a severe bust of 
her mother, the other of her mother's hand protecting her own- evoke this duality 
of feelings, this conflict of wills. Like in Cicatrices -Brancusi's kiss, the now-
impossible satisfactíon of desire of these two spiky bodies- or Iceberg (2000), the 
two faces separated, one above the other, like a stalactite and stalagmite, until 
time makes them one. 
  
Anxiety suffuses the relationship of a person with his or her surroundings 
Diálogo, Dialogue, (2000). In the harmony of the memory, in landscape, and 
above all in the sea, we find calm, the knowledge of how to protect oneself from 
pain. Mayte Vieta's work ís a display of emotional and physical nakedness and 
an invitation to pleasure. The universe ís shapeless, "a type of spider or gob of 
spit", as Bataille says. Harmony is found within oneself, within one's conscience. 
In a word, life is found within the boxes. Seduction as a creative strategy is 
nothing extraordinary. In Mayte Vieta's case, though, it is essential. With love 
and fear of her own body and her own needs, Mayte Vieta wants to drag us 
emotionally to this Bise noire ("Beso negro", Black kiss, 1998), the dark space of 
a on-existent portrait, of desire and rejection. This maternal place, "it is dark 
within the breast,"2, which invokes the different aspects of desire and, more 
importantly, their significance.  
 
1- Louise Bourgeois and Donald Kuspit, Bourgeois, N.Y., Vintage, 1998, p.48  
2- Rosalind Krauss uses this expression of Melanie Klein's, Contribution to the 
Psycho-Analysis, Hogarth Press, 1930, pp.242-243.   
  


